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The LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) measures radio emission from extensive air showers. Pre-
cise knowledge of the electric field at each antenna in the 30− 80 MHz range is obtained using
a newly developed, frequency-dependent calibration built on knowledge of the Galactic emission
and a detailed model of the signal chain. The energy fluence for each event is then determined,
allowing for the calculation of the radiation energy of the air shower. The radiation energy, cor-
rected for geometrical effects, scales quadratically with the energy contained in the electromag-
netic component of the air shower. These measurements, combined with predictions that rely
only on first-principle electrodynamics, provide an energy estimate for the primary particle. In
this contribution we present the radio-based energy scale of cosmic rays detected with LOFAR,
and compare it to particle-based energy measurements made using the scintillator array located at
the LOFAR core.
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1. Introduction
When cosmic rays enter the Earth’s atmosphere they interact, generating a cascade of sec-
ondary particles which emit coherently in the radio regime. This emission is generated through
the charge-excess effect and the transverse current induced by the magnetic field of the Earth. The
radio emission is produced primarily by the electromagnetic components of the shower, and is cal-
culated from first principles using classical electrodynamics [1]. With knowledge of the electric
field at ground level, the energy fluence and radiation energy of the event can be determined. The
radiation energy, once corrected for geometrical effects, scales quadratically with the energy con-
tained in the electromagnetic component of the air shower, thereby providing an energy estimate
for the primary cosmic ray. The measured signal is integrated over the whole air shower, and so
measurements can be used to perform complete calorimetric energy reconstructions [2, 3].
The LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) is well suited to study radio emission from cosmic rays
because of its dense antenna spacing. Features of the primary cosmic ray including energy, ge-
ometry, and composition are reconstructed with high precision [4, 5, 6]. The frequency range of
the low-band antennas (LBAs) used is 30− 80 MHz. An in situ particle detector array, LORA,
is used as a trigger for antenna readout. Until recently, shower parameters like Xmax were recon-
structed using radio data, but the overall energy scale was set using particle data measured with
LORA. Since a new technique has been developed that provides an absolute, frequency dependent
calibration for the LOFAR antennas [7], we move to using radio measurements to set the LOFAR
energy scale [8]. In this contribution we present the methods by which the energies of LOFAR
air showers are reconstructed, and make a comparison of the energies determined using radio and
particle techniques.
2. Method
When LORA detects particles from an air shower, 2 ms of LOFAR radio data are saved. The
radio data are then cleaned for RFI and calibrated. Finding an absolute calibration for antennas in
the range 30−80 MHz has been a challenge due to complications created by electronic noise and
uncertainties in antenna characteristics. To address that problem, a new technique was developed
using the Galactic emission and a model of the signal chain to provide a frequency-dependent
conversion factor from ADC counts to voltage at the antenna feed. Details can be found in [7].
The events used in this analysis have been detected by at least three LOFAR stations, and passed
quality cuts on polarization and geometrical reconstruction.
The combination of emission mechanisms in the air showers leads to a complicated radio
footprint at ground level. The emission mechanisms are well understood, and the pattern can be
reproduced with particle-level, first principle simulations like CORSIKA [9] and the radio plug-
in CoREAS [10]. In this section two methods of determining cosmic-ray energy based on radio
measurements are described. The first is referred to as the direct scaling method, and is what has
been used in past LOFAR analyses. The second is a fluence-based method, which follows the
approaches described in [2] and [3]. Both methods are based on CoREAS simulations.
2.1 Direct scaling method
For each LOFAR event, a set of simulations is generated covering a range of Xmax values for
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both proton and iron primaries (Corsika 7.6300 [9], Fluka [11], QGSJetII-04 [12]). The arrival
direction used in the simulation is based on timing reconstruction of the event, and the energy
used in the simulation is based on the results of a two dimensional LDF fit to the radio data [13].
Each simulation includes a realistic atmosphere, specific to the time and location of the event [14].
Antennas are simulated in a star shape pattern in the antenna plane, and the LOFAR LBA antenna
model is applied to the simulated electric field, yielding the voltage at the antenna. The integrated
power within a 55 ns window is calculated. This is interpolated into a two dimensional map. Full
details of the method are found in [5]. This map is then fit to LOFAR data using a minimization
procedure with free parameters for the core position of the shower and a scale factor for the energy,
as
χ2 = ∑
antennas
(
Pant− f 2r Psim(xant− x0,yant− y0)
σant
)2
(2.1)
where Pant is the measured integrated power, Psim is the simulated integrated power at (xant,yant),
σant is the noise level in the antenna, (x0,y0) is the core position, and fr is the energy scaling factor.
The simulation with the lowest χ2 value is taken as the “truth.” The cosmic-ray energy, Edir.scal., is
determined by multiplying the simulated energy by the scale factor.
2.2 Fluence-based method
The fluence-based method uses the best-fit simulation as determined by the direct scaling
method. With the CoREAS simulation closest to the true event, we follow the procedure outlined
in [2] to determine the radiation energy. The energy fluence at each antenna is calculated using
f (~r) = ε0c∆t∑
i
E2(~r, ti) (2.2)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and ∆t is the sampling interval
of the time and position dependent electric field E(~r, t). The radiation energy is then calculated as
Erad =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ ∞
0
drr f (r,φ) (2.3)
where we make use of the radial symmetry of the geomagnetic and charge excess distributions,
and use the fluence where φ is along the ~v×~v× ~B axis in the shower plane. This results in an
overestimate of the radiation energy by 3.36% [15], which is corrected for. The strength of the
radio emission depends on the local magnetic field, which affects the geomagnetic component of
the emission. The radiation energy is corrected by
SRD =
Erad
(a′2+(1−a′2))sin2α( BEarth0.243G)1.8
(2.4)
where a′ = a/(BEarth/0.243G)0.9, a is a parametrization of the charge-excess fraction based on the
simulated Xmax, and α is the angle between ~v and ~B. BEarth = 0.496 G is the local magnetic field
at LOFAR and 0.243 G is the magnetic field strength at the Auger site. Details of Equation 2.4
and the parametrization of the charge-excess fraction are found in [2]. The radiation energy is
increased by 11% to correct for the electron multiple scattering length factor in the underlying
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EGS4 simulation, following [15]. To compare to measured data, the radiation energy is scaled by
f 2r from Equation 2.1.
We next find conversions between the radiation energy and the electromagnetic (energy de-
posited in the atmosphere by electromagnetic components of the shower) and total cosmic ray
energies based on CoREAS simulations. Simulations for existing LOFAR analyses are used, con-
sisting of 4900 proton and 4900 iron showers, ranging from 1016.5− 1018 eV, with zenith angles
between 0◦−50◦, and azimuth angles between 0◦−360◦. We find the radiation energy for each as
described above and relate them to the electromagnetic energy and primary cosmic ray energy by
fitting the power law equation
SRD = A×107eV
(
E
1018eV
)B
. (2.5)
The results of this fit are shown in Figure 1. The radiation energy as a function of the elec-
tromagnetic energy is shown in the left panel, and as a function of total cosmic-ray energy in the
right panel. The radiation energy is expected to scale quadratically with the energy contained in the
electromagnetic components of the shower, and indeed that is seen. In the case of total energy, the
difference between primary species is more evident. This is due to the fact that the total cosmic-
ray energy includes the invisible energy from particles that do not release all their energy into the
atmosphere, which is not measurable by radio antennas [16].
Figure 1: Radiation energy as a function of electromagnetic energy (left) and total (right) air shower energy.
Proton events are shown in red, and iron in blue. Parameters A and B are best fit values for Equation 2.5,
and are detailed in Table 1.
The values for fit parameters A and B found for electromagnetic energy are similar to those
found in [2], and detailed in Table 1. Differences in the parameters may be due to the fact that
a second order correction due to atmospheric density used in [2] is not included here. Also, the
simulation sets in each case are not identical, including different energy ranges, zenith angles, and
locations, although most differences are accounted for by the corrections made in Equation 2.4.
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Table 1: Best-fit parameters of Equation 2.5 for simulated proton and iron showers, which yield an energy
estimation for the electromagnetic and total energy contained in the shower.
A B
Proton EM energy 1.734 ± 0.010 1.997 ± 0.003
Iron EM energy 1.797 ± 0.007 2.001 ± 0.002
mixed EM energy from [2] 1.629± 0.003 1.98 ± 0.001
Proton total energy 1.346 ± 0.007 2.025 ± 0.003
Iron total energy 1.214 ± 0.007 2.055 ± 0.002
3. LOFAR energy scale
In this section we study the energy scale of LOFAR events based on radio and particle data
and make a comparison of the two.
3.1 Radio-based energy scale
In order to calculate the total cosmic-ray energy on an event-to-event basis using Equation 2.5,
the primary composition has to be taken into account, as there is a difference between proton and
iron fit parameters for total energy fits. We use total energy, and not electromagnetic energy, be-
cause we will compare the radio-based energy measurements with the particle-based measurements
which yield the total cosmic-ray energy. For each event, we choose the composition of the best fit
simulation, as described in Section 2 and [5]. We first check that fluence-based method of deter-
mining energy is consistent with the direct scaling method. This is shown in Figure 2. The left
panel shows a scatter plot of the cosmic-ray energy for each LOFAR event found using the direct
scaling method (Edir.scal.) vs the fluence-based method (Eflu.). The right panel shows the relative
differences between the two methods, where there is no offset.
Figure 2: Left: Comparison of the energy found using the direct scaling method and the fluence-based
method. Error bars indicate systematic uncertainties. Right: Relative differences between methods.
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3.1.1 Uncertainties on radio-based energy scale
The antenna calibration is the largest contribution to the systematic uncertainties, at 13% [7].
Uncertainties in the fit procedure have been studied in [5], where it was shown that the method
resulted in no systematic offsets in the reconstructed core position or energy. While the electro-
magnetic energy of the shower has little dependence on hadronic interaction models, some uncer-
tainty is introduced when we use the total shower energy. From [17], we see that the differences in
invisible (non-calorimetric) energy due to hadronic interaction models are less than 4% for ener-
gies above 1017 eV, which we take as a systematic uncertainty on choice of model. In general, the
uncertainties introduced using radiation energy from particle-level simulations translate into 2.6%
in cosmic-ray energy [2, 15]. The systematic uncertainties sum in quadrature to 14%.
The statistical uncertainties are derived from a Monte Carlo study. For each event, a set of
simulations is produced with the same energy and geometry. One simulation is taken to be truth,
remaining simulations are fitted to it in order to reconstruct the energy and core position. This
method is repeated for all the showers in the ensemble. Each reconstruction results in a scale
factor fr from Equation 2.1. The standard deviation of the set of scale factors fr sets the statistical
uncertainty of the event energy.
3.2 Particle-based energy scale
We compare the energy scale now established with the fluence-based method with the energy
derived from particle measurements. The particle energy scale is also derived using a simulation-
based approach. The best fitting CORSIKA simulation as determined by the Xmax analysis is
used. The particle distribution on the ground is binned into distance from shower core, and a
GEANT4 [18] simulation of the LORA detectors converts particles that would produce a signal
to energy deposited in the scintillators [5, 19]. One challenge with the LORA particle data is that
shower cores outside the superterp are difficult to constrain based on particle data alone. For this
reason, the radio-based core location is used. Then, a particle χ2 is fit, as
χ2 = ∑
particle
detectors
(ddet− fpdsim
σdet
)2 (3.1)
where, ddet is the deposited energy measured by a LORA detector with noise σdet, and dsim is the
GEANT4 simulated deposit. The particle energy, Epart., is then the simulated energy multiplied by
the particle scale factor fp.
3.2.1 Uncertainties on particle-based energy scale
Systematic uncertainties on the particle-based energy scale are estimated following [19]. Un-
certainties in the deposited energy are on the order of 30%. There are also uncertainties in the losses
in the signal chain (cable losses, reflections) that contribute 15%. These two contributions yield a
systematic uncertainty of 33% on energy. Statistical uncertainties are handled in the same manner
as for radio data. The set of simulations produced for the fitting procedure is used to reconstruct a
mock data set, resulting in a set of fp scale factors, the standard deviation of which is used to set
the statistical uncertainty for the event energy.
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3.3 Comparison of radio and particle energy scales
The comparison between radio-based energy and particle-based energy is shown in Figure 3.
In the left panel, the LOFAR radiation energy (SRD) is shown as a function of the cosmic-ray energy
derived from the LORA scintillators (Epart.). The error bars indicate statistical uncertainties. The
predictions for radiation energy based on the total cosmic-ray energy from the fit parameters for
proton and iron showers (from Equation 2.5) are shown as blue and red dashed lines. The radiation
energy prediction from the AERA experiment is shown in green [3]. The right panel shows the
relative differences in total cosmic-ray energy reconstructed with radio fluence (Eflu.) and particle
(Epart.) methods.
Figure 3: Left: Radiation energy as a function of cosmic-ray energy determined by LORA measurements.
Also shown are predictions from CORSIKA/CoREAS with fit parameters described above, and expectations
based on AERA results. Right: Relative difference between cosmic-ray energy determined with radio and
particle data.
4. Summary
It has been shown that energy reconstruction using the radiation energy provides a univer-
sal, calorimetric energy measurement [2, 3]. We have now established that the LOFAR energy
scale measured this way is consistent with previous radio-based measurements, and also with the
particle-based LORA energy scale. Understanding the energy scale has important consequences
for the interpretation of other air shower properties measured with LOFAR, such as Xmax. Going
forward, this technique will also allow measurements from different experiments to be directly
compared.
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